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Shipping, the main contributor to anthropogenic underwater noise, has maximum energies below 1 kHz1 that overlap with baleen whale call frequencies.
Effects of shipping noise on baleen whales include interruption of behaviours, changes in the acoustic properties of calls, increased levels of stress and a
reduction in communication space due to masking2. Fin (Balaenoptera physalus) and blue (B. musculus) whales stop their northward spring migration to
feed in the Azores archipelago3 while sei whales (B. borealis) transit through the islands with only occasional feeding4. Several recreational and commercial
maritime activities intensify from March through October, partially overlapping with the presence of baleen whales. As a first step to assess the potential
negative impacts of shipping noise on baleen whales, this study analyses one year of underwater recordings from the Azores to measure levels of shipping
noise in relation to the acoustic presence of blue, fin and sei whale calls.

Figure 1. EAR deployment location
(red dot) in the Azores Archipelago.

METHODS & RESULTS
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Baleen whale acoustic detections and ship noise

 One year of data was collected by an autonomous bottom-mounted Ecological
Acoustic Recorder (EAR)5 at a depth of 420 m (Fig. 1) recording everyday from
0900h to 1500h UTC.

 Blue, fine and sei whale calls were detected by visually inspecting spectrograms
with Adobe Audition 3.0 software. Call types (Fig. 4) were identified from
comparison with calls available in the literature.

 Averaged calibrated broadband sound
pressure levels (SPLs) were calculated using
PAMGuide Matlab code6 for the frequency
band of 18-1000 Hz.

 Days with detections of each species were summed and divided by the total days
in each month to calculate a percentage of days with detections.

 Percentage of time with ship noise (PT-ATL)
was calculated by applying an Adaptive
Threshold Level (ATL)7 (Fig. 2).
 Daily averaged wind speed was obtained
from Weather Underground historical data
(www.wunderground.com).

Figure 4. Spectrograms of
vocalisations of fin whales:
(A) 20-Hz song and (B) 40-Hz
call; blue whales: (C) A song
and (D) D calls; and sei
whales: (E) downsweep calls.
Figure 2. Example of SPLs measurements (black
line) and ATL (red line). ATL computed the
minimum SPL over a 30-min time period and
summed a tolerance of 1 dB above this minimum
threshold.

 Days with higher SPL and PT-ATL values were found in spring and summer (MarAug) (Fig. 3A & B). Maximum daily PT-ATL ranged from 50-60%, corresponding to
~3 hours with ship noise out of a total of 6 recording hours.
 Monthly median and 75th percentile SPLs were positively correlated with wind
speed (Fig. 3A & C) (median: r=0.9, n=12, p<0.001; 75th: r=0.8, n=12, p<0.001)
while the 95th percentile was positively correlated with monthly PT-ATL (Fig. 3A &
B) (r=0.8, n=12, p<0.001).

 Fin whale calls were detected every month except from July, August and
September, with more days with detections in late winter and spring.

 Blue whales showed a similar pattern but had fewer detections relative to fin
whales and no detections in June - October and in December.
 Sei whales were mostly detected in spring and early summer (Mar–Jun) and in
autumn and early winter (Oct-Dec) with some detections in August.
 An overlap with higher PT-ATL existed for fin and sei whales in April-June and in
April and May for blue whales (Fig. 5).

Figure 3. (A) Daily (grey line) and
monthly average (red line), median
(black line) and 5th, 75th, and 95th
percentiles (dashed black lines
from bottom to top) SPLs in the
18–1000 Hz frequency band. (B)
daily (black bars) and monthly (red
line) PT-ATL. (C) daily (grey line)
and monthly (blue line) averaged
wind speed.

Figure 5. Days with blue, fin and sei whale detections per month (coloured bars) and monthly PT-ATL (black line).
Winter: Dec-Feb, Spring: Mar-May, Summer: Jun-Aug, Autumn: Sep-Nov.
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DISCUSSION
 Higher SPLs levels found in summer and early autumn (Jun – Sep) were mainly attributed to shipping noise while wind-driven noise had a greater contribution to background SPLs
levels in the remaining months of the year.
 The monthly variability in PT-ATL values reflect the seasonality of the main recreational (scuba-diving, sports fishing, whale watching and recreational boating) and commercial
(passenger ships and professional fishing) activities that peak in March - October. These activities mostly use small vessels with no Automatic Identification System (AIS), which
means they remain unaccounted for in underwater noise models using AIS data. In this scenario, the PT-ATL methodology applied here is a useful tool to assess the presence and
noise levels of these vessels and complement predictions from AIS-based shipping noise models.
 Higher shipping noise in spring and early summer clearly overlapped with the presence of fin, blue and sei whales. Responses to these increased levels of anthropogenic noise
could have negative impacts on individual whales, the severity of which will depend on the noise intensity, exposure duration and the whales’ behavioural context2. More research
is needed to quantify the impact this may have on these species.
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